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Big bag Advanced

Advanced and Advanced Pro

The Advanced and Advanced Pro 
models of the Danvægt Big Bag scale 
are supplied with a fan as standard 
to inflate the bag before filling. Both 
models also have a connector for ex-
ternal extraction/an external air sup-
ply.  The standard scales are equipped 
with a manual bag attachment, but a 
two-part pneumatic bag attachment 
or inflatable bellows are available as 
options.

Big Bag Advanced Pro scale

The Advanced Pro is a more sophisticated version 
of the Advanced model. The scale was devel-
oped to optimise ergonomics during weighing 
operations. The rear strap hangers are fixed to 
two rotating arms that move forward towards the 
operator at an efficient and ergonomic working 
height.

The scale is also equipped with automatic strap 
release when the bag is filled. 

It is available with an optional turntable that 
automatically closes off the top of the bag with 
a drawstring to stop dust escaping.  This scale is 
also available with a pallet dispenser and roller 
conveyors to optimise logistics.
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Big bag scale

Danvægt supplies Big Bag scales 
that fill Big Bags with lightweight 
goods like grass seed. Sophisticated 
vibrators/shakers compress the bag 
contents at configurable intervals. 
The same scale can combine several 
different vibrator/shaker types. This 
optimises the number of kilos in each 
bag and ensures that the bags them-
selves are stable. The scales are sup-
plied either as gross weight systems 
or net weight systems.

Just like Danvægt’s other Big Bag 
scales, this one is available with an 
automatic pallet dispenser, a lift table 

and belt conveyors for optimised 
logistics.

The bag attachment has an optional 
ergonomic function that moves 
the two rear strap hangers forward 
towards the operator. This means that 
all the straps can be attached easily 
without straining.

Another option is the automatic strap 
release after the bag is filled. This ef-
ficient solution optimises the capacity 
of the scale.

Danvægt developed its net weight 
scales in-house as a flexible, rational 
and quick way to fill Big Bags. They 
can be installed as individual scales or 
as a group allowing multiple Big Bags 
to be filled at once.

Danvægt net weight scales are 
available with a range of different bag 
spouts and strap hangers.
• Manual bag attachment
• Two-part pneumatic bag at-

tachment
• Inflatable bellows
• “Active Air” – Danvægt’s unique 

bag hanger system.

The bag spouts have a fan which 
pumps air into the bag before filling. 
This ensures that the bag is filled 
quickly and uniformly. The bag spout 
also has a connection for external 
extraction.

The net weight scales can be equip-
ped with a pallet dispenser and 
roller or belt conveyors to optimise 
handling and logistics around the 
machine.

Big Bag scale for lightweight goods

Net weight scales for filling Big Bags
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The Danvægt goals
Danvægt is customer-orientated and 
we aim always to supply a future-proof 
product to our customers. At Danvægt 
we strive to meet our goals by deliver-
ing substantiated documentation and 
accurate product descriptions, and we 
do our utmost to ensure that every 
customer who trades with Danvægt 
receives excellent service and reliable 
delivery.

At Danvægt we always seek to find the 
best solution for our customers.

Quality

To meet all our customers’ quality 
requirements, Danvægt is certified in 
accordance with the DS/EN/ISO 9001.

Head Office
Navervej 26
DK-8382 Hinnerup
Denmark 
Phone +45 86 98 55 77
Fax +45 86 98 66 37

danvaegt@danvaegt.dk
www.danvaegt.dk


